One of the most important issues that be discussed in multi-agent systems, is the communication between agents. In existing applications usually a communication protocol defined between agents. But defining a protocol between agents cause some problems; for example it is possible that agents recognize a subject, but because it is not defined in their protocol, they can't express any thing about that. In this paper we propose a new method for evolution of a communication protocol between intelligent agents, after that the experimental results will be discussed and at the end of the paper future works and conclusion.
of every known grammar is what Chomsky refers to as universal grammar (UG). And since this UG is innate it means that it is genetically defined in our DNA and therefore a product of our evolution and subject to natural selection. In this paper our goal is to simulate the evolution natural languages and communication protocols in a multi-agent environment, and so evolve a communication protocol between intelligent agents.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
First we explain some hypothesis of algorithm and then the implemented algorithm. The words that agents express are the name of a concept. Each concept is a physical phenomena like: water, food or ... or a mental phenomena like: good, bad. Do, see or ... Each agent has a database for saving the listened words for each concept and the words that itself said for different concepts.
Protocol Making Algorithm
First we suppose that we have only physical concepts, each agent, when see a concept; say a word that it name that concept with that word. And select that word from it's database relative to belief that have to use different words for this concept. Each agent when listen a word and saw a concept, it's belief to use that word for that concept, increase by a defined value. And if an agent use a word to name a concept, it's belief to use that word for that concept increase by a defined value. If an agent has N words in it's database and there are M concepts in the environment about the agent. The database of that agent is a N * M matrix that in (i, j) cell of that matrix we save the belief of this agent to use the word number i for concept number j . if an agent use a word for naming a concept the belief of that agent for using that word for that concept increase by M, if an agent listen a word (w) and saw NVS concepts if the belief of this agent for using the word w for each of this concepts be Bi and the total belief of this agent for using word (w) for one of this concepts be TB1; the belief of this agent for using the word (w) for each of this concepts increase by M +1-NVS * B with this method if we have four concepts and saw one TB1 of them and listen a word, the belief of the agent for using that word for that concept increase by 4 , and if we saw tow concepts that have equal belief to use the listened word for them, the belief of that agent for using that word for each of tow concepts increase by 1.5, we see that the 1.5 + 1.5 = 3 and 3 < 4, and this is expected because when we listen a word and saw tow concepts, we don't know that the other agents say that word for which of this tow concepts. And so when we listen a word and saw more concepts the total increase in belief of that agent for using the listened word for each of that concepts decrease, this way is like a reinforcement update method. At the first implementation we don't have a punishment mechanism, the result was good but when we add a punishment mechanism we have better results. When an agent listen a word (w) and saw NVS concepts, if the belief of this agent for using word (w) for the not visited concepts be Bj and the total belief of this agent for using word (w) for one of not visited concepts be TB2; the belief of this agent for using the word (w) for each of this concepts decrease by MA+1-NVS * B with this method if we listen a word and saw just one concept, the belief of TB2 this agent for using this word for concepts that not visited decrease, and the value of decrease for words that have greater belief is greater, and this is expected because we have more wrong belief to use this word for that concept and so we must more decrease this wrong belief.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For implementing the algorithm and testing it's effectiveness we use the "Zamin" simulation environment, Zamin artificial life model is designed to be a general purpose environment for researches on evolution of learning methods, living strategies and complex behaviors and is used in several studies thus far. In this environment agents can speak, listen and ... for simulation of speaking and listening, the agents can send messages for each other, and can receive messages from other agents, each message can be received in a defined range [10] .
For the first implementation we consider a set of agents that we name them sheep! This agents need food, water and fearing of being alone, this fear increase at the night. At this implementation we study the evolution of a communication protocol between this agents, the aim of this agents is finding food, water and being together. Each agent when saw a concept, say a word about it. In each turn of the world a function from the class of this agents called, when this function called each agent can choose an activity to do in this turn of the world, and can send one or more message to other agents the distance that this messages can be received by other agents is defined by this agent. Each agent can see the concepts that in it's field of view and detect their kind. If an agent send a message and another agent is in a distance less than the range of that message, the second agent receive that message, and a function from the class of that agent will be called.
Implementation Specification
At this implementation we consider four concepts: "Sheep", "Grass", "Tree" and "Water Spring" and we want to make a protocol between sheep for naming this four species. The dimension of the world was 300 * 300, and we consider 50 agents (sheep!), these agents when saw a concept say a word about it. The range of each message was 10, and the language! Of sheep made from ten words and the agents don't have a alphabet set, and when saw a concept choose a word from ten words of their language with respect to proposed algorithm and say that. At the beginning of the simulation the belief of every agent to use each word for each concept is equal.
The database of agents was a 10* 4 matrix that each agent save it's belief to use word i for concept j in that matrix.
Results
We run the simulation program for many times and save the results first we study the results of one run of the program and after that the overall results from 100 run.
In one run after 10000 iteration the database of two agents was like Table-I and Table- Table 4 . Database of one agent without good learning in percent
As we see for one agent the result is very good and the belief of that agent to use one of the words for a concept is more that the other words for that concept and this agent will use this word for that concept. But for the other agent the result isn't good, we discuss about reasons of this in next section.
If we have this rule, that an agent use a word for a concept if it's belief for using that word for that concept is more that 50% of total belief of that agent for using each of words for that concept. Then we can say in this run 36 agent agreed to use same words for same concepts, one interesting result in this run was that another protocol evolved between 5 other agents! In 100 runs in average 70% of agents have agreed on using same words for same concepts and a communication protocol evolved between them.
Speed of convergence of algorithm and evolution of protocol in average in 100 runs was depicted in Figure 1 . for the situations that more than one set of agents have a communication protocol we consider the set with maximum number of items. 
DISCUSSION
The results generated from various simulation runs are very encouraging because agents have agreed on a communication protocol, one of the benefits of this algorithm is that the agents can evolve a communication protocol with simple works and without any requirement to complicated calculations.
But for some agents they didn't agreed on a communication protocol, we can explain some reasons for this; for example as we seen in Table-3 some agents want to use the same word for two different concepts for example one word for both Grass and Sheep, one reason for this is that; this agents usually saw the sheep and grass together and so when they listen a word, they don't know this word said for naming sheep or grass and so they train to use the same word for both sheep and grass. Another reason for not agreement of some agents on a communication protocol is that they usually moving from one location to another location that very far from the first location and listen different words for one concept in different location and so they can't agree on a communication protocol.
One important reason for this subject is that, in this implementation we don't implement the natural selection mechanism, and the agents that can communicate with each other don't receive any benefit from this ability that they have, but for example they can use this ability to find food faster and when they looking for food and listen the name of food from another agent, they move to the source of the sound and can find food easily with consuming less energy. Or we can assume some agents that want to eat this sheep (wolf!) and the sheep that can communicate when listen the name of wolf run away and can be alive!. And we can implement the natural selection by using wolf.
When we use another algorithms with different encourage and punishment strategies we haven't results as good as this algorithm, but with some strategies we have some benefits for example the faster convergence on less number of agents.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This algorithm has many options for extension and we consider many things to have a protocol more similar to a natural language. But first we must fully implement this algorithm and analyze the results and then we can choose the good parts of the algorithm and delete the bad parts.
As next step for this work we must implement the natural selection mechanism so we can send the agents that can communicate with each other to the next generation and delete the agents without this ability, after that we must add the ability of naming mental concepts to this algorithm so the agents can use verbs, adverbs and ... and as a final step we must add the ability of making language structures and section to this algorithm.
We can use this algorithm to generate agents that can learn foreign languages, or use the evolved protocol of these agents as a coding algorithm that no one can decode it!
